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This is a very BEAUTIFUL Bible case. The quality is top-notch, and it's very sturdy, allowing good

protection as well as a stylish look. I received this case in the medium size as a birthday gift. My

KJV Bible measures approx. 6" x 8"x 1 1/2" and fit perfectly! I love how the spine handle makes

carrying easy and doesn't warp the form of the case. (I previously owned a cloth Bible carrier and

had to avoid using the handle for that very reason.) The stitching is so pretty and tops off the

elegant appearance this case possesses. Due to my screen settings, I expected this case to be

black and tourquoise, but it is actually a chocolate brown. Still pretty, but black would've helped it go

with more outfits a little better. The zipper works smoothly, and the cross emblem on it is a very nice

touch! I've owned this less than a week and have already received several compliments on it.

Exactly as described and sure to last for many, many years to come!

I just received this bible cover. The dimensions given are not accurate. The medium size is 7 1/4" x

10 1/4" x 2''. It was way too big for my bible. It's a shame since I really liked the cover It is good

quality but I'll have to return it. I tried to make it work but my bible was flopping around in it. My bible

is about 5 1/2" x 8 3/8".

I was so excited to order this Bible cover. The ad gave the dimensions so I promptly got my tape

measure and measured my new Bible. Yes! It would fit beautifully! But to my great disappointment,

the cover was way too large when it arrived. My Bible flopped around inside of it. I measured it this

time and it wasn't the size listed. I contacted the seller and they apologized, saying that the ad was

inaccurate, and that they would correct it. I checked other sellers for Bible covers, and many of them

have repeated the same error. They did send a box for free return shipping, but that didn't make me

happy in the end. I wanted that particular cover and can't find it anywhere else. I was reimbursed

fully.

It is a cute bible cover just like represented in the pictures embossed with scripture. I got this for my

English-Spanish bible and there was planty of room left so it was not tight just well-adjusted. This is

a simple bible cover, my bible is not to heavy so I think the handle will last. I also have the Life

Application bible and it fit perfectly but I would not trust the handle for this heavier bible. It does

come with two pen loops and the zipper has an engraved cross. Overall a cute cover and very

affordable.



This book cover was more beautiful than I imagined. The quality was superior and it would have

been perfect... if not for that it did not fit my bible :( I did have to return it and was very sad :( My

advice is to make sure you measure your bible first. LOL I assumed it would fit based on the product

description, but this cover is very large in comparison to what I assumed it would be. Another thing I

had assumed is that it would cover my bible but still allow me to read while in the case. This isn't as

much a cover as it is a case. You set your bible/book in the case and zip it up to protect it.With that

said, I can not fault the product in any way for my assumptions, so I gave this product 5 stars

overall.

This is a very nice bible cover with the look and feel of real leather. The color is true to the picture,

the scripture on the cover is easy to read, and my Life Application Study Bible fits perfectly inside

the large size cover. I also like the sturdy handle on the side and the zipper has a larger pull which

makes it very easy to open/close. The price for this cover was much better than the price for simple

canvas ones that are in my local stores.I do wish it had a section inside to hold pens, but I knew this

when I ordered it so that was not a main concern for me. I am very happy with my purchase and I

also think this would make a great gift....just be sure to measure you bible before ordering as it

comes in 2 different sizes.

"In love" doesn't even begin to describe it! The workmanship and quality are just awesome. Looks

gorgeous just as in the picture. A bit big but I guess that's how these cases are (Bible doesn't slip

out though). A great case to organize and get some serious Bible study done (space enough for

pens and notepad)

Love it! It is very well made. Looks and feel good. Just a bit big for my bible but it doesn't matter.

Great product
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